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Introduction

Regulations for lighting energy use are usually included as
of a state building code. Traditionally, state regulators

adopted lighting regulations from a model energy code or
from a consensus standard. Recently, however, a few
states have developed unique codes, which in some cases
approach lighting regulation from a different perspective
than the model codes or standards. The survey described
in this paper was conducted to determine if other states
intended to utilize these unique state codes in their future
re~;UULtlOins, or if they would continue to use the model
codes and consensus standards.

ethodology

Unique State ~"'1il<Jlll~~

Although most states utilize either model codes or con
sensus standards in the lighting regulation portions of their
energy code, a few have developed unique to
lighting regulation. Two are the most notable: California
and New York. California's Title 24 uses a power
density approach for lighting, three alternative
paths for the power limit determination. Further-
more, the lighting power determinations in one
compliance path are based on the recommended illumi
nances (light for various spaces. while stiU
using the power density this code differs from
the model codes in some areas.

No lighting Regulation

The New York State Conservation Construction
Code includes both power
and, standards. This
code establishes minimum efficacies for fluorescent
and minimum efficiencies for certain of
luminaires. so, New York became the first state
to standards for and
luminairese

The survey shows three states which do not
regulate energy usee These states are identified in

1"

esults

the summer of a telephone survey was con-
ducted" In this survey, a contact person in each state was
asked to summarize the current status of their state's

and to describe any revisions to the
state code. States which had indicated reVISIons
were contacted in of 1992 to determine if
the revisions had been The nrBnrnl-

nary results were issued in a draft to the
sponsors in October of and a revised
'put>l1sJtled in June 1992 and .JL""",-"'~ '" ......,......

Most states ~n1''"$''a>V1ith:l use a model code or a consensus
standard for at either the state or the
local level.. model code most used is the
Model Code and the consensus standard
most used is ASHRAEIIES Standard 90

Both of these documents a
t1~t~.1M1runU"H"W a maximum watts-per-square

for systems * the
..lU...... llvJlJ..V1U, also referred to as the

JLU....... I..UVll.,li" is by far the most common form of
llgltltlIlg r~~gu.lat]lOnat the state level..

Regulating Authority

In addition to documenting the nature of the regu
lation being used in each state, the survey also identified
the regulating authority in each state. In states,
ft'lln't"t'll'f"lln' is regulated by a state agency for aU pr()le<~tS:

four states have state-wide regulations which only to
state-owned projects; seven other states have local regula
tions for lighting but no regulation at the state level" The
nature of the regulating authority for each state is d.epllcte~d.

in Figure 1.



"'State has lighting regulations that .
apply only to state-owned construction.
Otherwise, the state has no energy code
or has locally regulated codes.
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Another outcome of the was
the contact office in each state for information about
a'lldl"'<l'~"!il"ll1i"1ill"'ll A'....~"Jl"l>-.a._JUl.. Addresses and numbers for each
state are in the final and lVIU::;;'YL-J!;:'.
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The survey revealed a very few states have
de'l!el~)ne~ their own to the
-rll"'1!":IIllln"t'''1l'h.l of states continue to use either model codes or
consensus standards as the basis for lighting energy codes.
While aware of the different taken in
states such as California and New other state
ref.~I~lto:rs do not seem to be plans to adopt
codes similar to those u.sed in these two states.
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